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The SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof in the Stubai Valley is an exceptional hotel with an 

extra ordinary atmosphere. It’s a place filled with love of life and laughter, nestled in 
a landscape of legendary beauty beneath a towering array of mountains – among the 

highest in Austria. The family-run hotel is defined by a deep-rooted  
belief in  honest hospitality.
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Location
Snow-covered summits. Green meadows and forests. Five villages, pretty and authentic. Only 20 minutes from Tyrol’s 
capital Innsbruck, and easily reached via the Brenner motorway, the Stubai Valley is the epitome of an Alpine idyll. 
The world seems to turn more slowly as you follow the Ruetz stream from the valley entrance at Schönberg to the SPA-HOTEL 
Jagdhof in Neustift.

The Stubai Valley – a destination for all seasons
From spring until autumn the region is a delight for hikers, mountain bikers, paragliders and every kind of mountain 
fan. There are plenty of fun experiences and activities in the valley too, as well as the Alpine climate which attracts top football 
teams from around the world. At 1,000m above sea level, the Stubai Valley offers ideal conditions for a summer training camp. 

In winter, the Stubai Valley is transformed into a snowy wonderland with not one but four ski areas as well as plenty of 
cross-country ski runs, cleared footpaths, toboggan runs and ice rinks. The main attraction for passionate skiers is the 
Stubai Glacier. Austria's largest glacier ski area 
offers 110km of pistes over 25 hectares at 
 altitudes ranging between 1,750m and 3,210m, 
with guaranteed snow from October until June. 

There are many year-round attractions in the 
vicinity: Swarovski’s glittering Crystal Worlds, 
Zaha Hadid’s bold Bergisel ski jump, 
 Innsbruck’s romantic historic centre with its 
world-famous Golden Roof … Or call in on our 
Italian neighbours for a cappuccino. It’s only half an 
hour to the Brenner Pass, national frontier and 
gateway to the fascinating South Tyrol. 
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Hosts & history
‘Hospitality born of tradition and passion’ is the best summary of the Pfurtscheller family’s philosophy. 

Six decades have passed since Leo and Margot Pfurtscheller opened the Cafe Gletscherblick in Neustift in 1956.  
21 years later the Jagdhof sprung up on the same site and under the same management – at that time the region’s only hotel 
with an indoor pool; and, then as now, the only 5-star hotel in the Stubai Valley. Over the years the indoor pool has 
become a 3,000sqm SPA, along with expansion in every aspect: more rooms, suites and public areas are being added all the 
time. A farm and a game preserve allow the hotel to serve guests its own prime lamb, game and venison.

Hospitality down the generations
In 1999, Leo and Margot’s son Armin and his wife Christina became the second generation to take charge of the hotel. 
Under their management, the Jagdhof has become an award-winning SPA-HOTEL with a host of wellbeing innovations that 
include the SPA CHALET which opened in 2014. In 2004 the hotel joined Relais & Châteaux, one of the world’s most 
prestigious hotel associations. Alban Pfurtscheller represents the latest generation: after travelling for several  
years to gain experience of working in top hotels and restaurants in Austria and abroad, he is ready to take over the reins  
from his parents.
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The rooms
The SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof has 70 rooms, suites and apartments, all furnished in a typically Tyrolean style. The fact that no 
two rooms are the same is due in part to their category, but chiefly it is thanks to a thoughtful approach to interiors: old 
paintings adorn the walls, antique country furniture bears witness to the region’s ancient traditions of craftsmanship, 
and rare wood carvings as well as hand-crafted timber panelling create a warm and comfortable ambience. Some of the 
rooms are even equipped with rustic country stoves for cosiness on icy winter evenings. Local linen and loden set the 
agenda for the fabrics, while spruce and Swiss pine from the surrounding forests are the dominant woods, partly because 
of their soothing fragrance. A number of studies have shown that exposure to Swiss pine may improve sleep by saving up 
to 3,500 heart beats per night, thus making nights more restful.

Fabulous views, generous spaces 
Starting at 40sqm, the doubles are spacious. At up to 115sqm, the hotel’s 14 suites are decidedly impressive, and 
some feature their own sauna, heart-shaped bathtub, walk-in wardrobe and up to three separate bedrooms. Every 
room offers guests a spectacular view from the balcony of either the surrounding ice-capped mountains or the hotel’s 
5,000sqm natural garden. 
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Multifaceted cuisine
Award-winning fine dining at the Hubertus Stube, fondues in Tyrol’s smallest gourmet restaurant, or 5-course  
set meals with modern interpretations of Tyrolean classics? The choice is always delicious.

The SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof is proud of its Tyrolean roots and the Stubai Valley’s country traditions, so the kitchen 
focuses on locally sourced seasonal foods, lamb from the hotel’s own farm, and game from its own preserve.  
The local produce is complemented by specialities from around the world, delivered by suppliers Chef Boris Meyer knows  
he can trust. 

A day at the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof starts with a lavish breakfast buffet. Cold meats, cheeses, freshly made egg dishes, 
wholesome mueslis, yoghurts, bread, pastries and sweet titbits from the patisserie are available every day until 11am.  
No need to disturb that well-deserved holiday lie-in. 

In the afternoon the hotel offers a selection of cakes that are included in the half board package, or guests may choose a 
snack from the à la carte menu and have it served to them on the terrace, in the garden, or by the pool. In the evening guests 
have a choice of six panelled dining rooms with beautiful table settings where they can enjoy a 5-course dinner plus salads and 
cheeses from the buffet. 

‘Feasting on cloud nine’ is the motto of the Jagdhof’s Gourmet Gondola, Tyrol’s smallest restaurant. The former  
cable car gondola has been beautifully converted and now stands on the large terrace where guests can enjoy spectacular 
views of the glacier. The Gondola seats up to six guests for a range of fondues – from classic meat, soup-based and 
cheese fondues to the sweet and indulgent chocolate version.
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Excellence at the Hubertus Stube Restaurant
‘In addition to offering international classics, Head Chef Boris Meyer 
invites us on a culinary journey through Austria.' This is the verdict 
of the renowned Falstaff Restaurant Guide, which awarded the 
Hubertus Stube at the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof 3 forks and 94 out 
of 100 points for 2018. Gault Millau was equally enthusiastic, and 
awarded the restaurant 2 toques as well as 15 out of a possible 20 
points this year. So it’s not surprising to come across many non-res-
ident diners who come to the à la carte Hubertus Stube restaurant 
for an evening of culinary indulgence.

Wine cellar & bar

How good would the best food be without the right wine? Only half as delicious ... and the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof’s wine 
cellar counts among the world’s best with 1,250 bins and around 20,000 bottles. As well as featuring such rarities  
as a Château Mouton Rothschild 1948, rare 1982 and 1986 vintage Bordeaux wines, and California’s cult tipple 
Screaming Eagle, the wine list focuses on Austrian wines that work beautifully with the hotel’s fine Tyrolean cuisine. The 
Jagdhof's collection is not primarily aimed at the wine expert, but caters for all tastes and offers something suitable in 
every price range, from less than €30 to over €10,000 per bottle. Jagdhof’s 55-page wine list was awarded three of  
four possible stars by World of Fine Wine magazine 2016. Only 
two other Austrian establishments have been accorded this honour, 
which is comparable in significance to Michelin’s famous stars.

The SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof’s cosy fireplace bar is almost as legend-
ary as the wine cellar. It is a favourite meeting place after a day in the 
mountains at teatime and later for aperitifs or after-dinner drinks. 
The fireplace bar is also the venue for live music in the evenings. 
Special events such as the regular roulette evenings are extremely 
popular with hotel guests.
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jSPA
Dive in & recharge. Find peace & relaxation. Experience that special feeling of wellbeing that only comes when all your  
senses unwind. The jSPA is one of the largest and most exclusive wellbeing facilities in Austria.

A 3,000sqm SPA with brilliant glacier views 
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The Vitality World
2,000sqm Vitality World includes: 
• 20 different bathing, relaxation and sauna experiences
• 200sqm pool area, open all year round with heated indoor and outdoor pools 
• Outdoor Jacuzzi 
• Various relaxation areas
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The SPA CHALET
Added to all this is the SPA CHALET – a private, 700sqm SPA area on two levels that was opened in 2014 and encompasses: 
• Three spacious, themed relaxation rooms
ruetz one with a selection of loungers and hammocks as well as a large daybed and hay racks brimming with fragrant  mountain 
herbs. Bibliothek features a fireplace, single and double loungers, and two balconies for sunbathers. Panorama Relax is equipped 
with beanbag beds and huge loungers that will accommodate up to eight relaxation junkies. Fragrant timbers and the stunning 
glacier visible through generous picture windows make this a perfect place for a morning Yoga class.
•  Tea bar & lounge where guests can admire the view from the  

comfortable seating area
• Freshwater plunge pool fed from the hotel’s own spring
• Underfloor-heated outdoor lounge

The highlight of the SPA CHALET is the 100sqm Private SPA 
Suite, bookable for couples’ treatments or as an intimate space  
of wellbeing. The suite’s special features: 
•  Stone pine sauna
•  Super-sophisticated steam cabin
•  Vibrating Infinity Duo Pool with colour light therapy
•  Double hammock loungers

A sparkling detail: the Private SPA Suite’s Champagne mini bar.

The designers used sun-bleached timber recycled from ancient 
Tyrolean barns and farmhouses, local stone and regional details 
that include the huge hay racks filled with mountain herbs and  
a lambswool room divider to create the SPA CHALET’s unique 
interiors. 
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jOYFUL wellbeing – where joy takes root
Facials, massages, anti-ageing treatments, body rituals, baths, body wraps and soft pack bed treatments are performed in the 
jOYFUL wellbeing area, where 12 treatment rooms and a ZEN room are available for tailormade SPA programmes. 
jOYFUL: grounded in nature and JOY – for care, healing and protection. Facials, massages, anti-ageing treatments and SPA 
rituals are customised by first-class therapists to suit the guests’ individual needs and requirements, and to ensure deep 
relaxation as well as total wellbeing. The jOYFUL wellbeing area focuses on effective natural cosmetics and active ingredients 
that gently cleanse, nourish and provide lasting effects.

Exclusive in Austria: specially developed signature treatments using REN, London’s cult natural skincare brand. 
Other signature treatments include the Stubai bathing experience and couples’  treatments in the Discovery Lounge. Also 
available: treatments with high performance skincare products by !QMS Medicosmetics and special treatments for teens. 

Guests are assured a complete workout in the gym with state-of-the-art TechnoGym equipment. The exercise programme 
includes aqua fitness, Yoga and stretching classes as well as one-to-one PLATE ONE and personal training sessions.  
The SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof also offers e-bike rental, its own curling sheet and three tennis courts.
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The region in spring, summer & autumn
From spring to autumn the Stubai Valley is a dream destination for hikers, mountain bikers and leisure cyclists.  
720km of clearly signposted cycle trails and 850km network of footpaths guide walkers and cyclists to glorious 
glacial lakes, mountain pastures and peaks. 

The WildeWasserWeg trail opened in 2015. Following the course of the Ruetz, it leads past roaring waterfalls, sunny 
picnic areas, and insightful information boards with an elevation gain of 1,200m. Also on the must-visit list: TOP OF TYROL 
observation deck at 3,210m, the stunning ice cave in the glacier, Tyrol’s largest high ropes course and summer 
toboggan run. 

Where holidays are always in season ...
Every week, the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof offers several guided walks to destinations such as the hotel’s own Alpine hut,  
or to a hearty mountain breakfast at sunrise. Golfers can choose between several scenic 9 to 18-hole golf courses close to 
Innsbruck.
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The region in winter
Ski all morning and lounge away the afternoon beside the SPA-HOTEL Jagdhof’s outdoor pool. In the Stubai Valley the ski 
season lasts a full eight months with guaranteed snow from October to June, so Stubai Glacier skiing holidays are just 
as appealing in the low season. The Stubai Glacier ski area boasts 110km of pistes for all abilities between 1,750 and 
3,210m, with a snow park, The ‘BIG Family Ski Camp’, 25 lifts and 2km of high altitude cross-country skiing trails. 
In autumn 2016 the 3S Eisgrat cable car launched – the Alps’ longest 3-cable reversible cable car system with gondolas 
designed by Pininfarina. Ascend from the valley station to the summit in just 11 minutes. The Jagdhof also offers a compli-
mentary shuttle service to and from the glacier for hotel guests several times a day. In addition, the Stubai Valley’s winter 
offer includes the Schlick 2000, Serlesbahnen and 11er Lifte ski areas with their excellent natural snow pistes.

Sunny skiing and moonlight tobogganing  
130km of well-groomed tracks await the cross-country skiing enthusiast, with access to the trail network on the 
hotel’s doorstep. The Stubai Valley also offers numerous winter walking paths, idyllic ice rinks and toboggan runs.  
The distinctive Elfer mountain boasts Tyrol’s two longest natural toboggan runs, each of which covers a thrill-packed 8km. 
The hotel’s winter attractions also include guided snowshoeing and curling on the hotel’s own curling sheet.  
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